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ABSTRACT
Culture learning includes the study not only of the

highest artistic expression of a people, but also of the everyday
patterns of communication and behavior. Recent sociolinguistic
studies take the view that social rules, rights, and duties are
properties not of individuals but of interaction itself, and are
constantly changing. This implies that social organization derives
not from an idealized structure but from continually evolving
everyday life. In order to communicate in a language, therefore, it
is necessary to learn a community's rules for speaking along with the
language's grammatical structure. Conversational analysis may
eventually be used to solve problems of culture learning and
cross-cultural interaction. (CK)
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UNDERSTANDING HUMAN INTERACTION:
THE STUDY OF EVERYDAY LIFE AND ORDINARY TALK

KAREN ANN WATSON
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE

CULTURE LEARNING INSTITUTE
EAST-WEST CENTER

There is a legend in Estonia that the god of song Wannemunne once
descended onto the Domberg, and there, in a sacred wood, played and
sang music of divine beauty. All creatures were Invited to listen, and
they each learned some fragment of the celestial sound: the forest learned
its rustling, the stream its roar; the wind caught and learned to re-echo
the shrillest tones, and the birds the prelude of the song . . . . Man
alone grasped it all, and therefore his song pierces into the depths of
the heart, and mounts upward to the dwellings of the gods (Wheelwright
1968:3).

The words of the prophets are written on the subway walls and
tenement halls (Paul Simon, from his song "The Sound of Silence" 1965).

Two views of language: The Estonian story of the origin of language stresses the
beauty of form and transcktridence in the most creative reaches of human expression,
poetry and myth. The lyrics from a rock song present another view, stressing the same
beauty and transcendence in ordinary language, graffiti , and the language of the street.

Of course they both relate to culture learning. For ideally, learning about another
culture includes learning both the highest artistic and spiritual expressions of its people,
and their everyday patterns of thinking and doing. Clearly, however, learning to live in
another society as someone more than a total stranger requires that the ordinary and
everyday be a part of what we might call one's cultural repertoire, or fund of knowledge
and skills for living. In fact, one measure of whether a person has learned another
culture is whether his/her behavior is accepted as correct and appropriate by members
of that society (Goodenough 1957).

Because communication is at the heart of acquiring one's native culture, as well as
learning someonf. 31se's culture, researchers concerned with problems of culture contact
and cultural identity have for some time studied language processes to gain insights into
other social processes. If we look at culture learning as essentially a matter of communi
cation, then we can also see it as a special case of cross-cultural communication. Effort
has been expended on improving communication across different cultures, but systematic
study of the processes underlying both the failures and successes in communication has
been somewhat rare.
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One of the insight.; of recent interdisciplinary work in anthropology and lingoistics
that an undertanding of the dynamics and difficulties in cross :- cultural communication
should be based initially on undei,standmg the dynamicS and processes of communicationwithin local communities. It follows that if we are colicerned with how people conorrouni-
Cate with each other, we should begin by looking at interaction in everyday Ite.

This paaer is an integrative and evaluative f.summary of iorni! of the apprvacile,; and
findings of interdisciplinary ref-iearch into everyday life and ordinary talk. We begin
with a discussion of the interactional approach to -.tudyinta comminiication, socialb!attuti,and speech. Than we go on to the of natural convoration tit demonstrate thekinds of insights into social meaning which such Gutatyuis can provide.

Some Interactional Princi ilea;

Traditional sociology and social anthropology have roaarded social ntructure iv, asystem of riahts and dot' s which are propertie!--. of (actors) Ill Inirticular etude::
or statuses, An individual has been regarded as 'laving a multiplicity of statuses anti
roles from which to select according to the situation he finds himself in at any give),
moment. Choices are structured by norms for behavior in the society, which tpecilY
what status and role are appropriate to which situation.

Yet this traditional view of status and rote as properties of int 1 at S is static
characterization of the social system, and when applied to oniioina interaction, fails to
explain teit. s uses which individuals can make of social encounters.

Ward Ckiodenough (196) has suggested instead Unit ',NMI,. and dutit. are propertte:.
of interaction rather than of individuals. I ite elleitIC that an actor decides how he WV+110:.
to present hient-.elf --i.vhal identity he wishes to takeaccordma to what he want. to
accomple,11 in a given interaction. Ooodenough Has thus reve-.d (lie traditiorol view iiistatus and role to argote that ii settings and occasion, alict the identity an actor will
select, convi.?.4sely, selectina a oarttcular identity sinipet; the occasion 01011, The
point hare 1.5 th it iith: kit relationships and nintitios are not itattc propertte:. of indtvidual.,but emerriti as part of an (10101110 interaction, and are iv:Awed by the mutual flow:. andadaptations of the participants in the interaction, in the, tiense, status and role are
negotiated rattier Ulan assumed (Cicourl 1912).

In contemporary sociology, Uie interactional analy..is of 7..ocil encounter. Nab beers
developed in.iiatitfully, if not precisely, by 1_ rvon tloffman in .1 number of book,. and paper.written in the paA. few years (e I %O hl), 141i >I 1963 tit )7 igf 19/11. I ;o1fman hal.argued that in any interaction, each actor provide a field of actioli for the other at tors,
ant) the reciprocity thtt. estable..lied allow. the participants to exercei their interpersonal
nail . in formulating-) the zattiatiori, pr-o.ntoril and enactosii at _.ell th- identity, and using..tratiqtei, to accomplish outer interactional ends.

One seinificant re...ult of the interactional perspective on qoctai or!lanwatitni Is that
the foctgi comes; to be on human action more than on human arraniment. the, impliesthat the nature of social organization and social structure in any society r; not best
illuminated by studying idealized and traditional statement. or "charter.," for norms and
relationships. Rather, the attention shifts to ordinary, everyday hie, where status, role,
and norm are continually worked and reworked, revised and created in ongoing interaction

).orfinkel and Sacks MO). expre.;sed by I larch.' (.arforkel, "the moral order cotia:a.:.
of the rule governed activities of everyday life" (1912:1). (See also Cacourei 1972:24.2-1)0;
and Gicourl 1970).

A .conit implication hal. to do with what we IT le !;ocialwation, whether from 0A
;omit of view of a child rowitvi tip in .1 ,or:ttty, ti,t, iJontiriueti iah,eatior, (it tin mut,
re.-mt Jer ut !ht .O'_.tety, or an out.adr altompt in, I tit) 1, earn live in ow .nety ari.1

t at roo 'atonal ly , ialleation d 4'11 .1 developmental kirtwo.-.: the newly
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O0011 human being gradually learns, in a series of specifiable maturational stages, how W
live in the Social and natural environment which exists prior to his entrance, and coetteucee
After his exit. taut taking an interactional approach alters the meaning of socialization.
Now, eocialization becomes "die acquisition Of interactional competences," that le, a child
become e a social being by interacting With other social beings In everyday activities
(Spetar, 10/0:189). For child socialization, it means that the child is riot the vessel into
which culture is poured, but actively creates a social being while affecting the external
world, through interacting with other social beings. For the stranger acquiring another
Culture, it means that true Culture learning is corepetence in everyt ay life.

When people experience what is called "culture shock" on going from one society to
another, it is probably not the obvious differences Which cause the greatest sense of
personal disorganization. In other words, tt is probably not the differences in Iseieseieal
landscape, climate, religion, dress or even food which brings about the z,trtirtrief.-it
of confusion. More often, it is in the assumptions underlying everyday hie, ehaeed by
members of a society by virtue of constant interaction Worn birth, aeetimptions which are
so much a part of the culture that they are not even coeseioulay held. For instance, one
American reports an experience of his own, when working in London. lee found that it is
not unueue to be t-sucd an invitation to "Come over at a p.m." But tine invitation dove
not indicate I.chother or not dinner will he served. The underlying social eesumptiun here

ti at the guest is of the same social class as toe noet, and that therefore O. it; impolite
not to assume that the guest shares the same eocia1 habit, and expecLittone as the host.
(icing both an outsider, and also aware that social custom; are chareeng in London, the
American was never sur whether dinner would be served or not. A friend advised him
of a strategy for cleating with this situation: "We always; have a sandwich before teeing out.
If we are given dinner, we are not too full to eat it. If we are not given dinner, we will
be able to gat through the evening without Starving."

Thug another implication of the interactional approach has to do with what the eticial
scientist Sets out to etudy if interested in how people formulate identity, how they relate
to each other, and on what grounds they function in their everyday life. The research
foceie I. on communicatten among participants in an interaction, that is, especially on
talk and on body languege (proxemtcs, kinesice, a tc. 3. Lleewhere en this volume,
teoecner aceereeeee the question of how emotion or affect displays correspond to the
immediate situation in eueteil interaction, and their uee as etratogiee to accompany
language. Here we will concentrate on talk, and eepecially on the kind of talk which wecall conversation.

5:;om$ Conversattonal Principle-1

A. What Woe ie it?

13. Look, we're going to make it, eo stop worrying.

What are people doing when they talk to each other? How does one person manage to
get a meaning across to another person? And how does the listener go about figuring
out what the speaker is trying to say?

Learning the structure of a language, and (earning how to create well-formed phrases
and sentences which violate no linguistic dicta, is not the same as learning to use that
language in social interaction. In order to communicate effectively, to interpret
intelligently, and to perceive the social processes underlying interaction, learning a
language must include learning the rules for speaking in a given community. The rules
for speaking I take to be the nexus between language learning and culture learning.

Rule:, for speaking are not lingui ;tic rule,., they are .0C1,11 rule5-$. Yet social rules
owra'e much likes ltneluv.tac $ "they determine Ulf; actor':, choice among culturally
.i.fatlab:e mode . of action or trategiet. in accordance with the constraint $ provided by



between the speaker and the person to whom the question is addressed. The participants
in this interaction are using speech to create and maintain a social situation..

An analysis of the kind offered here, of course, must begin within a much broader
descriptive framework. The most comprehensive analytical scheme for analyzing speech
has been offered by Dell Hymes, in a series of papers over several years. An antheopoe
logist, Hymes argues that we should be able to write an ethnography of speaking or+
communication comparable to (i.e., as thoroughly descriptive as) the ethnography of a
cultyre.

As the social unit of analysis, Hymns defines .socech communi as "a community
sharing rules for the conduct and interpretation of speech, and rules for the interpretation
of at least one linguistic variety" (Hymes 19/2;34). Notice that a speech community must
share rules for speaking, not only rules for grammar. Thus, although at one:level we
may say that Siniaporeare7i and Californianr, are part of the same speech community in that
they share a gramenatic:i1 knowledr;e of 1:nglirr,h, at the social interactional level we must
conclude that they are not part of the same speech community, since they do not share
the 3arno social rules for speaking. Similarly, anthropologists can be said to constitute
a speech community of a :port, speaking anthropologese (whatever the natural language
may bel), a speech variety with rules for usage which are riot shared with non-anthropologists.

The activity unit in Hymes' analytical framework is the 21:%ech event, a series of i:beech
acts :let off in some way from other activities and other speech events. For example, a
converc-;atior at a party, the offering of a prayer, or a telephone call, would qualify as a
.,..,peech event.

Cecil speech event can be broken down trite components which provide for it a descrip-
tive framework for slur,cOvering the iMpOrtant dimensions shaping tile interaction. tiyrnes
iv:4s conveniently assembled these components under labels which, taken tonehter, spell
out SPIAKINO, a very handy mnemonic for remembering them. As set out by Hymes,
they are:

S setting and scene

P peeticipanLi

L: ends (goals)

A -- act sequence (message form and content)

-- key (tone, manner, or :wit)

-- ins.rum :rntaltties (fOrnith of :Jpeech)

N norms of interpretation

genres

or any conversational interaction, the analyst notes the characteristics defined by the
t..,Arnework, and then relates these to the interaction itself. The next step, therefore,

con,tder the intent of the speakers, and the step-by-step manner in which they
CornrrtuniCatIon,

the example of speech interchange analyzed above, using botit a toxt or transcript'.0n
cr and a 'Mobs of the intent of the -n-f tot;,ractinn'.1 occorriplih(1,

evn -if.,velopei by John Ciumperz (see ...iumperit and Fiera:mm.6.4k 19/3), Gurnpere
,tf,t. o e ti-at in the analy...i7, of face to rec... interact:Ion, -iocial categories and social, .. :art be treated ac; cornntio te.,ttvg: s;yirnol : "they are .:Agnalled in the act of
; Anil nave a function in process viii)lch is akin to that of



syntax in the communication of referential meaning" (ibid: 99). knowledge of the :social
values and relationships implied in the communication is necessary in order to understand
the "situated Meaning of a message, i.e., its interpretation in a particular' context"
(ibid; see also Gumpara 1970). Gumpere and his students thus seek !o discover the
verbal patterns in conversation which are usee as signalling devices or communicative
ymbols, and also, the underlying social values and understandings Walton are associated
with these symbols. Conversational analysis begine by breaking down a chunk of talk
into episodes. Episodes are marked by such boundaries as a change in topic, a change in
role of the participants, or some other shift or break in the inieractiolt.

Because boikttalk and transcription are linear, communicatton lends itself to such
.equential analysts. The pieneering study in et oveesational eequericieg was carried out
16 I-roar-met Schegloff on telephone conversations (1958; also reprinted in Gurnperz and
Hymes 1972). On the basis of the order in which utterances were made, and the fUnctione
which they served in easing communication, Schegloff was able to extract a number of
eeial rules for telephone conversation; for example, the "distribution rule" (the answerer

steaks firs:), and rules fr- 'eking turns (see also Speller 1072 and Schegloff 1972). His
illustrations of what happens when the conventions of telephone use are violated are
compelling, pointing out Loth our decndence on such rules, and the structure wlicn they
introduce into social interaction. Sequencing, then, is one of the significant principles
of any communication peoeess, and sequential analysis can be applied to all forms of
speech even.:, including punning (Sacks 1973), conversational asides (Jefferson 1972),
therapy talk (Turner 1972), and storytelling (Watson 1072). (See also Sack,..., in press).

Another principle of communication and conversation is that much speech interaction
is routine . Or n put it another way, routines conettute a high percentage of the exchange
in talking. fly routine is meant a sequence of utterances or behaviors which is regular
and procedural, anti which communicates as much by its form as by it content (for a
definition and discussion of lieguistic routine, see flymeti 1971; and Watson, forthcoming).
A routine exists when coneantiorti.al or symbolic eneanings have become fittached tOe speech
or behavior carried out in a particular sequence a particular etyle. Thus the
identification of routines is a next step in conversational analysis. 1:wimples of come
familiar routines, with clear boundaries at begirelino and end, are greetings, leuvcetakings,
thanks, and apologies. taut most routines are not identifiable by name.

When two participants in a speech event share the same routines, their cooperation in
:;peaking and being understood is greatly facilitated.2 A classic amily,as of a oonveristitiOnal
routine was made by Karl Reisman, on speet which he recorded in an Antiguan village
(1eisrriGh 1970). He found that spekers in a particular kind of convereation (called
"making noise") interacted with each other in a way oeminiscent of niusicel counterpoint,
and referred to the form as contrapuntal conversation: "each voice has 'tune' and
CC. -mama it; and . . . the voices often sing inctependently at the :aerie time" (ibids

A similar contrapuntal and alternating structure is also tilt: ttlidortyinq design for
-.00peratively produced "talk story" and joking among Hawaiian creildeen (.Vatoon, forth-
coming). When added to the already rot,:sical and rhythmic oontoun. of Ilawaiiar
Englioh (a creole ...peech variety), the effect is to make cooperotivfly produced stories
.-ound like responsive chanting. Even false start: -- mistakes in speech--becorrie an
elaboration on the basic rhythm: proper rhythm is actually more irriportar.. Jun proper
content.

PiOte.tfiCS, ,r.y.!-;pectlIly those which are contrapuntal or resemble the chant, raise
questbone, about ale relationship of routines to rztual, and how t.,:.11 rules for speaking
voile to both. Routine .. seem related to ritual, in that ti-tely ,Jrrtu.siteect patterns
of speech and behavior. I lowever, routw, are not sacre(1--ihy xibt only .11 social
rabic.,, with no component of sanctity. Fortrrrnore, ritual .eern:. aimed at a different
:eve! of human reactivity from rouvine. A raw! "speaks" k. Po the mind than to the
body; a ritual gets to the emotch 21 and unconscious. lave. I a . wI1 at, to the cognitive

Ftoutine.-,, on the other hand, N.3 we have seen, are itrn- s at ewpc:diting and
easing the communication of Intent, message, and /or social rtationsraps, and so



function at a less fundamental level of human interactior than ritual. Yet many of the
insights from interactional and conversational analysts may be usable in analyzing
sequencin., in ritual, and the communication of symbolic meaning. Certainly storytelling
as a speech event as well as a myth-creating event, benefits greatly from a rhetorical
approach in which rules of speaking play a primary rola (see Abrahams 1968, and
Watson 1973).

Summary

rho interactional approaches to conversational analysis and speaking rules arc
relatively recent, and so far have been applied mostly to speakers of English, with
some significant exceptions .3 But the use of these techniques ark, the insights they lend
to human interaction, promise well for understanding communication within speech
communities, and across speech communities. Hopefully, the i indings of conversationalanalysis will be applicable to solving problems in culture learning and cross- culturalcommunication.

One area of conversational analysts Of tr yet little developed is the study of conversa-tional rhythm. British linguists in particular, have worked out systems and vocabulariesfor studying intonation, tempo, and other aspects of speech rhythm. But almost no workhas been dens so far on the social i-ules for conversational rhythm, the meanings attachedto intonational contours to speech, or the symbolic association of rhythm end intonation
contour to shared values. Certainly, anyone living in Hawaii and hearing I lawaiian
English spoken Everyday becomes aware that so much of the significant social and
semantic mean'Ang in an interaction is carried in the melodies, hesitations, and modulationsof the voice. a seems very likely, in fact, that what we mean by achieving rapport, andby r.,1 11x communicatirg with another person, has to do with knowing and flowing with
shareo verbal and non-verbal routines, and with shared rhythms of speaking.

FOOTNOTES

'Mark Lester, pursonal communiration.

"One of the significant indications that a person has learned anoth fr language andculture is the ability to participate in the routines of humor - -to joke, make. puns, or
use irony. Humor depends on a depth of knowledge of the rules for speaking and the
cultural valJes of a community. An interesting illustration a how rules for siJeakingand cultural background underliu humor is found in Michael Forman's analysis of aFilipino radio station in Honolulu. Humor among the staff fdlows the pa'Aerns of
bilingual Tagalog-English speakers in Manila, for whom language mixlra rather than"pure Tagalog" or "pure English" is the natural speech for Informal c..rnverstion. Suchmixing used Very effectively to create bilingual puns. For example, playing nn
f,ouna !,irmlarities between Tagalog and English, or on typical pronunciation ndstakes of-,peakers in English, the following kinds cf puns --not caught by a non-Tagalog

:.peake.r--cc;n be used to spice a conversation:

a bwisiting professor from California.
(bwisit-- rag.: nuisan4 e + Eng.: visiting)

tiag-at tend ako nq kainference.
"1 atterVed a kainferencr."
(train--Tag.: eat Eng.: conference)



Nagbisita ng klase kahapon ang mga superbasura.
"Vesterday the superbasura:; visited classes."
(basura--.Tag. garbage + Supervisor)

(Forman 1974i5)

3Some of these Albert 1972; Frake 1972; Roberts and Forman 1972;
ljundeS, Leath and Ozkok 1972; Moorman 1972; and Reisman 1970.
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